
table
EUROSWIFT FOOD SERVICE & DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Choose tableware that is both beautiful and durable

versatile proven reliable
exciting collection of

modern, eye-catching,

high quality tableware 

in independent tests, Dalebrook

professional melamine 4 times

stronger than crockery 

durability, ease of use and

reliability that saves

restaurants time and money

the perfect canvas for your cuisine

smarter food presentation
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A top choice for many chefs worldwide, Dalebrook's Tableware Solutions help restaurants to

stand out from the crowd, communicating their personality and style in seconds. Designed

in the UK and created in next-generation melamine, your dinnerware will stand up to the

rigours of harsh food service operations without compromising on style and sophistication.

Contact a Euroswift specialist to discover the ideal selection.



for fine, casual and alfresco dining

light-catching surfaces and colours

perfect for shared dishes

modern designs
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counter
EUROSWIFT FOOD SERVICE & DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Invest in a counter layout that lifts your profits with superior aesthetics and functions

inspired displayware professional ticketing finishing touches
capture customer

attention with Dalebrook's

innovative designs 

strengthen brand, iift

presentation with food-

grade personalised cards 

highlight, elevate, simplify,

focus with smart

accessory pieces

counters that sell and run like clockwork

smarter food presentation
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Modular designs you can adapt to your stock . Introduce a feature. Add a promotion. 

 Butchers, delis, bakeries, take-aways - drive sales while reducing the costs of ownership and

operation with a suite of counter display solutions.  Easy to set up and hassle-free

maintenance. See us to create counters that shoppers, store staff and managers all love.



Create highlight pieces

Clever design to use your space

Mix and match styles to draw attention

Clear food ticketing
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buffet
EUROSWIFT FOOD SERVICE & DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Freshen up your buffet to keep customers coming back for more

innovative designs professional ticketing finishing touches
showcase your food with

Dalebrook's eye-catching

buffet pieces

communicate clearly to

your clientele with food-

grade personalised cards 

elevate, emphasise,

simplify with stylish

accessories

stunning looks, incredible efficiencies

smarter food presentation

Design is more than looking nice.  Drawing on a suite of buffet display solutions, Euroswift

helps you reduce your ongoing operation costs. Less breakages. Covered solutions for

assisted serving. Simpler and lighter handling. Easier maintenance. Talk to us about creating

buffets that guests, service teams and managers love.
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Pigment Buffet

Casablanca Buffet

Mineral Buffet

Marl Buffet
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